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Abstract 
In the Internet, the current flat-fee pricing scheme is not suitable to prevent conges
tion situations. Therefore, pricing is likely to be changed in the future, such that 
users are charged according to the resources they consume - a usage-based pricing 
scheme. Because of the heterogeneous network infrastructure, a uniform pricing 
mechanism must provide for localized pricing policies. It is necessary to allow a 
step-by-step transition from flat-fee towards usage-based pricing. In this paper, we 
propose a simple pricing mechanism, best-effort pricing, that accomplishes the 
above goals. Given the connectionless nature of the Internet, we explain why no 
accurate charging is possible. With best-effort pricing, charges are based on the 
amount of generated traffic and apply to the sender only. Implications on transport 
protocols and applications are identified. Finally, we sketch the transition from cur
rent flat-fee pricing to best-effort pricing. 
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK 

Packet- or cell-switched networks form the basis for tomorrows integrated service 
networks, be it a successor of the Internet or ATM-based B-ISDN (Hiindel 
et al. 1994 ). The most likely scenario is a heterogeneous network infrastructure 
interconnecting different flavours of subnetwork architectures. Besides the need for 
connections with a certain guaranteed quality of service (QoS), large parts of data 
traffic can robustly and efficiently be transmitted using connectionless datagrams. 
For reasons of clarity, the term connectionless is used in this paper to describe data 
transmission without any state information in routers, also excluding the notion of 
soft-states (Clark 1988). Indeed, both approaches can cooperate, for example using 
a mechanism like RSVP (Zhang et al. 1993) with IP, where a certain fraction of 
router and link resources (up to the full capacity) can be reserved, while the remain
ing capacity is used to handle best-effort traffic. 

Pricing will be an issue in these networks. While today large parts of the Internet 
are used and funded by governmental institutions on a flat-fee basis, we observe the 
advent of commercial network providers with private and commercial end-users. 
The provision of integrated services to many end-users (with inherently very differ
ent demands for transmission quality), while avoiding the "tragedy of commons" 
(Hardin 1968, Gupta et al. 1995), will raise the issue of charging users according to 
their actual use of resources (MacKie-Mason and Varian 1993). 

The connectionless Internet architecture has proven to be extremely robust and 
suitable for data traffic in heterogeneous environments. It is used by millions of 
users every day. The pricing mechanism proposed in this paper was developed with 
the current Internet in mind. It is focused on connectionless data transmission to 
cover existing technology. However, its principles apply to any kind of packet
switched network and can also be used for connection-oriented traffic. This contri
bution is intended to be a first step towards a pricing mechanism in integrated serv
ice networks. 

For the purpose of the following discussion, network applications are classified 
according to two categories, elastic and real-time (Shenker 1993). Real-time appli
cations need a guaranteed quality of service, for example multimedia applications 
like video/audio distribution or videoconferencing. A real-time application is 
expected to use some kind of connection-oriented network service to reserve the 
needed resources. Subsequently, the network handles the data packets separately 
from non-reserved traffic to ensure the given QoS guarantees. Elastic applications 
do not inherently need timing guarantees or a certain bandwidth, i.e. QoS applies 
only to the correct and orderly delivery of data. Therefore, data are transmitted 
using connectionless best-effort service, while any QoS demands are satisfied by 
complimentary mechanisms and protocols (e.g. transport protocol). Examples for 
such applications are email, file transfer, remote login or web browsing. This paper 
discusses the implications of pricing on elastic applications. The approach can be 
seen as an exploitation of the work presented by Shenker et. al. (Shenker 
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et al. 1996). Based on their somewhat general proposal, we present a concrete 
mechanism and also discuss some implications. 

Considerable amount of work on how to calculate prices was done e.g. in 
(Sairamesh et al. 1995, Wang et al. 1997, Jiang and Jordan 1995). Most of this work 
tries to derive optimal price calculation formulas. While it is necessary to establish a 
theoretical foundation for pricing, the practicability of those approaches is contra
dicted in e.g. (Shenker et al. 1996) and we fully agree with their critique. Addition
ally, these approaches are applicable to connection-oriented network services only, 
which does not reflect the currently existing Internet architecture. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a simple and realistic pricing 
mechanism is presented. The implications on higher layers up to applications are 
identified in Section 3, while Section 4 discusses how the transition from flat-fee to 
usage-based pricing can take place. Finally, Section 5 gives an outlook on future 
refinements that might be necessary, before usage-based fees can be assessed. 

2 BEST EFFORT PRICING 

In general, usage-based prices will probably not be the only charges for network 
connectivity. It is more likely that charges are based on a combination of a connec
tion setup fee, periodical basic fees and usage-based charges (Shenker 1993). This 
is especially due to the fact that the costs for installing and operating a network are 
mainly fixed costs, which must be covered independently of the actual utilization. 
Usage-based prices are intended to regulate the users' generation of traffic as well 
as to generate revenue to increase the network capacity, if necessary. Thus, usage
based prices are intrinsically related to congestion, while data transmission over 
non-congested paths (especially in case of best-effort service) can be covered by 
setup and basic fees. During off-peak hours, it is very likely that communication is 
essentially free of usage-based charges. 

In the following, the term price is used to describe usage-based charges. It is 
important to notice at this point, that pricing does not necessarily refer to a mone
tary value. Pricing can very well be implemented by quotas, priority levels or a mix
ture of these (Cocchi et al. 1993). 

2.1 Restrictions on pricing of connectionless data traffic 
When an elastic application transmits data using a connectionless network service, 
each packet is treated independently of others. Intermediate systems (routers) are 
stateless and have very little knowledge about a packet's complete route or inter
packet relations. In such a case, it is almost impossible to guarantee any quality of 
service or to determine whether the data stream of an application receives a certain 
service. Packets can be lost, garbled or arbitrarily delayed and there is no instance in 
the network, which is able to detect such performance degradations. Furthermore, 
since packets often travel through multiple subnetworks which are operated under 
different authorities, none of them can solely be held responsible for the orderly 
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delivery of data. For the above reasons, there is a fundamental difference in service 
charging between the addressed connectionless services, compared to other serv
ices, for example telephony: Normally, customers can expect to receive an actual 
service accomplishment for their expenditures. For connectionless data transmis
sion, it is impossible to guarantee this level of confidence. 

In detail, charges cannot be based on the number of successfully transmitted 
packets only, but must be calculated from the amount of data submitted to the net
work. That is, a certain well-known price per packet applies for every packet that is 
submitted to the network, regardless of whether the packet makes it to its destina
tion. Inherently, a single network provider does not have the appropriate knowledge 
to accurately charge users, hence prices must be based on the amount of data that is 
tried to be transmitted. 

For similar reasons, it is rather difficult to charge the receiver of a packet without 
involvement of additional 'higher level' services. It is clear that a receiver must not 
be charged without its consent. Therefore, a receiver would have to indicate its will
ingness to pay for transmission. This can hardly be realized with a connectionless 
network service. 

2.2 General pricing approach 
As an important requirement for pricing, it must be possible for users to estimate 
their costs ahead of time. Therefore, we expect the demand for packet prices (or 
upper bounds for them) to be well-known for each time, i.e. a pricing scheme is 
valid during a certain period (- in the order of days or weeks). A network provider 
usually has sufficient statistical data to calculate prices for data transmission over 
its network. As well, the charges that apply for forwarding packets to other provid
ers can be taken into account. 

The general approach of best-effort pricing is that a network provider announces 
its pricing scheme, which is subsequently used by other providers to calculate their 
prices. In an iterating process, pricing schemes are adapted. However, the aggre
gated traffic characteristics, especially on major backbone links, are changing slow 
enough to keep the adaptation periods reasonably long (- in the order of weeks or 
months). Hence, prices are well-known and rather static. 

2.3 Price calculation 
Shenker et al. propose to calculate prices locally, based on the expected route to the 
target and the expected congestion situation along this route, because in real-world 
networks it is hardly feasible to derive the corresponding accurate values (Shenker 
et al. 1996). In accordance with that proposal and opposite to previous optimality 
approaches, best-effort pricing does not imply a uniform price calculation. As an 
example, prices could be calculated linearly, depending on the packet size x: 

p = a+bx+E, 
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where a and b reflect the router and link resources, respectively. The parameters 
depend on the target region (expected route) and current time (expected conges
tion). The target region determines a subset of outgoing links from the network, so it 
is sufficient to estimate the effort for transmission within a provider's network 
domain. E is the average price that is expected to be paid to another network pro
vider for forwarding the packet. As mentioned above, a network provider usually 
has sufficient statistical data to calculate those numbers ahead of time. 

The question is not how to actually calculate the packet prices. This must and 
will be done by every network provider independently. For example, prices do not 
necessarily always reflect costs, but might very well be subject to marketing consid
erations. However, it is important to realize that in a connectionless network like the 
Internet, pricing cannot be done accurately. 

2.4 Pricing mechanism 
To clarify, we define the following terms: A service user is an entity that requests to 
transmit data over a network domain which is not under its administration. This can 
be an end-user's application or a router forwarding packets on behalf of other users. 
A service provider transmits data over its network domain which is neither origi
nated from nor targeted to a host within that domain. The service interface is the 
entity connecting a service user and a service provider. Figure I shows the different 
roles of user and provider along a packet's route. 

service user 1 service provider 

Figure 1 The role of user and provider 

------r-
1 

I 
service user 1 service provider 

Corresponding to the edge pricing paradigm (Shenker et a!. I996), charges for a 
user apply only at the first service interface on the packet's path. The service pro
vider sets a certain price that applies to every packet the user sends over the pro
vider's network. This price includes all expenses that subsequently might have to be 
paid by the provider when the packet is forwarded to another provider. This level of 
transparency is shown in Figure 2. The user of host a is charged by its provider, 
regardless of the packet's way through the network. Charges apply only for packets 
that are accepted by the provider's network. Hence, if a packet cannot enter a net
work domain at a certain service interface because of congestion, no charges apply 
for that packet at this service interface. 

Figure 3 shows a complete transmission scenario. When a packet is sent from 
host a to host ~. domain X is a service user at service interface I. At service inter-
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ervice interface 

user provider 

Figure 2 Locality 

face 2, domain A is the service user, while domain B is the service provider. Finally, 
at service interface 3 no charges apply, since the packet is destined to host ~ in 
domain Y. In this example, the operator of domain A has announced a price, based 
on the expected route, for delivering a packet from service interface I to ~· This 
price is paid by X. The operator of domain B has announced a price, based on the 
expected route, for delivering a packet from service interface 2 to ~· This price is 
paid by A. Of course, B 's price from service interface 2 toY (and prices for alterna
tive routes) influences A:s price from service interface I toY. 

ervice interface I ervice interface 2 service interface 3 

Figure 3 Complete packet transmission 

In a second step, the pricing mechanism can be augmented by multiple priority 
levels, in a way that packets with a higher priority level are subject to higher 
charges, but are served ahead of lower priority packets, thus receiving potentially 
better service. Priorities do not necessarily have to be uniformly defined, but they 
are useful, only if some sort of priority mechanism is implemented in every router 
along the network path (at least in any router that is congested or that transmits 
packets over a congested link). Nevertheless, high priorities do not imply any real 
guarantees. 

In order to implement the described pricing scheme, a provider must gather 
information about the amount of data and/or number of packets transmitted for each 
quadruple: 

<user, target region, time period, priority>. 
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Instead of storing the number of packets for each quadruple, the granularity can be 
lowered by immediately assigning a price to each packet while it is handled by the 
router. In this case only the cumulative billing amount has to be stored for each user. 
Given the fact that routers already collect very extensive information about the 
processed traffic, this overhead seems to be feasible under today's technological 
limitations. 

If a network architecture provides a connection-oriented service with guaranteed 
QoS, the same pricing mechanism applies in a way that charges are based on the 
amount of sent data. Normally, the connection is expected to fulfil its service guar
antees, so in this case the amount of sent data reflects the actual usage of resources. 
However, it is not clear how to handle the case when any provider along the path 
does not fulfil its part of the QoS contract. 

3 IMPLICATIONS 

At a first glance, it seems not appropriate to charge network users for only trying to 
transmit their packets. However, as discussed in the previous section, this is the only 
way billing can be done at all. Therefore, it is necessary to reason about implica
tions of such pricing. Additionally, further refinements are possible to balance out 
the inaccuracy of best-effort pricing. 

3.1 Applications 
Using best-effort pricing, the sender is charged for transmission of data. This simple 
approach does not fit with all applications of data communication. Consider for 
example an anonymous ftp server. When a client downloads a file, data flows from 
server to client, but the client is the one that is mostly interested in this service. In 
such a case, it would be more appropriate to charge the client for transmission. 

An important aspect of pricing data traffic is whether the transmission yields 
profit for the sender or the receiver. This can be reviewed from a more abstract level. 
In almost all network applications, data flows in both directions. Nevertheless, the 
amount of data for each direction can differ substantially. For that reason, it is useful 
to view the communicating entities as initiator or responder. Then the most popular 
network applications can be classified according to the amount of data sent and 
received by each communication entity. In Table 1, the relative share of traffic 
among initiator and responder is listed. The terms defacto sender and defacto 
receiver are used from now on to describe the distribution of traffic generation. At 
first, only the simple cases are considered in which the initiator is interested in com
munication. 

It turns out that for the purpose of pricing, communication scenarios can be sepa
rated into two categories, depending on the relation of the initiator to the responder. 
In anonymous scenarios, initiator and responder do not necessarily have any relation 
and the vast amount of traffic flows from responder to initiator. In registered scenar-
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Table 1 Relative fraction of traffic for typical network applications 

traffi from 
initiator 

traffic from 
re ponder 

ategory 

email 

high 

low 

rem t 
login 

medium 

medium 

normal ftp 
(put I get) 

high /low 

low I high 

regi tered 

di tr. application 
(e.g. hared 
whiteboard) 

medium 

medium 

web 
brow ing 

low 

high 

anon. 
ftp 

low 

h.igb 

anonymou 

ios, the initiator is well-known to the responder and the distribution of sent and 
received traffic can be arbitrary. 

If the initiator is the defacto sender as it is the case in some registered scenarios, 
it is clearly suitable to charge him for data transmission. On the other hand, if the 
responder is the defacto sender or both parties send considerable amounts of data, 
charges apply to the responder, although the initiator is primarily interested in com
munication. However, the initiator is well-known to the responder, so charges can 
be passed on to him, according to the responder's policy. Hence, for the purpose of 
network service pricing, it is appropriate to charge the responder. Given these con
siderations, it is acceptable to always bill the sender in registered scenarios. 

In anonymous scenarios, the defacto sender (responder) has little benefit from the 
data transfer and can hardly control the amount of data that is transmitted. There
fore, the defacto sender should not be charged for data transmission. Since it is 
impossible to directly charge the receiver, We suggest to use two basic priority lev
els to deal with anonymous scenarios. Priority level 0 indicates an anonymous sce
nario, while priority level 1 indicates a registered scenario. Packets with priority 1 
are always served ahead of packets with priority 0. Packets with priority 0 are 
priced much less, maybe nothing, and only use the capacity that is not used for 
level 1 packets. Charges for priority 0 packets can be embedded in the periodical 
basic fee. 

On the other hand, the responder in anonymous scenarios might be interested in 
sending data with better service. Examples are commercial web pages, for which 
access is charged anyway. In this case the provider could choose to send the data 
with priority I and include the charges into the normal access price. As well, a com
pany might consider the public relation effect of its web presentation very valuable. 
Then, the company can send the data traffic with priority 1 and consider the charges 
as marketing costs. 
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3.2 Refinements 

Network providers can precisely calculate their prices based on traffic and conges
tion estimations. If any network provider tries to 'cheat', the market mechanism will 
bear another one with fair prices. Users can generate traffic statistics to monitor the 
billing process and to optimize their generated network load. If a user encounters 
significant performance degradation, in the short run, she can decide to either post
pone the request or to increase the priority level. In this case, since the price for a 
few packets will be negligibly low (MacKie-Mason and Varian 1994), an automated 
adaptation algorithms can quickly determine the desired reaction (see 
Subsection 3.3). In the long run, users might consider to switch to another network 
provider, if they receive unsatisfying service. 

On the other hand, a provider can decide to consider prices as upper bound val
ues. In case an outgoing link from the provider's network is congested and does not 
accept as much traffic as expected for a certain period of time, the provider's 
charges for this link are decreased and the provider can give refunds to the users 
who tried to send data across the link. Those refunds are statistically split among the 
users according to the amount of data that was tried to sent. The recursive applica
tion of such a refund mechanism up to the sending user balances out the inherent 
inaccuracy of best-effort pricing. 

For example, the German backbone for academic and research institutions is run 
by the DFN-Verein (DFN 1997), which is a non-profit organization. If a single net
work link is split up within a large institution, a networking division operating the 
internal network can be seen as a non-profit network provider, as well. In such situ
ations, the primary non-profit provider can easily set internal prices that are high 
enough to ensure sufficient revenue for the network infrastructure and to pay exter
nal service provider(s). The above refund mechanism can be used to increase fair
ness among service users of the non-profit network provider. 

3.3 End-to-End communication 

There are several problems that may occur to a packet on its way through the net
work. While elastic applications do not inherently rely on certain timing or band
width guarantees, they usually cannot tolerate lost or garbled packets. Using 
retransmission to recover from lost or garbled packets, all kinds of errors result in 
increased delay. For elastic applications, the average delay of packet transmission 
largely determines the level of quality as it is perceived by the user. Hence, when 
using retransmission in a best-effort priced network, lost or garbled packets cause 
even two unpleasant effects: 
• The transmission becomes more expensive, since charging is based on the 

amount of sent data. 
Quality is degraded because the average end-to-end delay is increased. 

Another possibility to guarantee correct delivery of data is the use of forward 
error correction (FEC) to deal with lost and garbled packets. Using FEC avoids 
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increases in delay, but imposes additional transmission costs, because the amount of 
sent data is permanently increased. 

In general, it is necessary for transport protocols to quickly determine congestion 
and to react accordingly. For example, when a TCP entity encounters congestion 
between end-systems, it uses the slow start algorithm in conjunction with a treshold 
mechanism to quickly decrease the data rate (Tanenbaum 1996). It then increases 
the sending rate, first quickly, later on slower, to determine which rate is appropri
ate. This mechanism perfectly fits with best-effort pricing, because it avoids sending 
even more packets that would have to be paid, but very probably are lost during 
transmission. 

3.4 More aspects on applications 
The discussion above left out a certain class of applications, which are quite popu
lar, as well. Examples for those services are news and mailing lists. These services 
store and forward data on behalf of third parties, but the defacto sender also has a 
certain interest in the distribution. To this end, the best solution seems to shift the 
transmission of these data to off-peak hours, as it is currently done for news at a lot 
of sites. 

Another issue are proxy and cache servers. With best-effort pricing, their net
work domain is charged for transmission of data. This does not constitute a prob
lem. Mostly, such a server resides within the same domain as its users. If not, then 
clients are probably charged for accessing the server, anyway. Hence, the traffic 
charges can be embedded into access charges. Another option is for the server to 
keep track of the amount of data that is sent to a certain client and pass on the 
charges. 

4 TRANSITION ISSUES 

To set up a pricing mechanism in the Internet seems to be rather difficult. A price 
calculation method that tries to achieve optimality must be implemented by every 
network provider. A price mechanism that relies on a certain packet format or a spe
cial protocol must undergo the rather lengthy standardization process. It then has to 
be deployed into the network requiring changes to all sites. This is an unrealistic 
assumption for the near future. Both aspects are not a problem for best-effort pric
ing. A single provider can estimate the cost of forwarding packets over outgoing 
links by dividing the flat-fee for that link by the amount of data that is usually sent 
across that link. If any outgoing link is priced using best-effort pricing, a provider 
can use the announced pricing scheme to calculate its own prices. Two priority 
classes for anonymous and registered application scenarios must only be supported 
by providers that support best-effort pricing in the first place. In IPv6 (Deering and 
Hinden 1995), a new options header can be defined while in IPv4 a new header 
option is needed to support such priorities (or maybe the TOS field can be used). 
Given the fact that only a single bit is necessary to implement the minimum needed 
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two priority levels, a more efficient solution might be agreed upon, e.g. using a 
reserved bit. Until those issues are resolved, providers can develop a workaround 
(e.g. by using a reserved bit without standardization). 

Given the above considerations, it is easily possible for any network provider to 
implement best-effort pricing regardless of other providers' opinion on this issue. 
Therefore, a seamless transition towards usage-based pricing seems to be feasible. 

5 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

As shown in this contribution, pricing in connectionless networks cannot be accu
rate. Considering this, a practical pricing mechanism, best-effort pricing, is pro
posed that is based on the amount of sent data. In correspondence with previous 
research results, best-effort pricing provides localized control of pricing and billing. 
To balance out the inherent inaccuracy, a refund mechanism is suggested. Implica
tions on transport protocols are discussed. To deal with data traffic that is generated 
for the receiver's benefit, applications are classified and the need for at least 2 basic 
priority levels is identified. The demanded transition from flat-fee to best-effort 
pricing is presented. In conclusion, the feasibility to actually implement best-effort 
pricing is shown by proof of concept. 

However, considerable future work is needed to fully cover all details of pricing 
in packet- or cell-switched networks. First of all, further simulations and implemen
tations are needed to back up the proposed implications of best-effort pricing. Cal
culations based on real world traffic statistics might be a first step in this direction. 
As well, more work is needed to derive good approximations for the optimal setting 
of prices for connections with a guaranteed QoS. To this end, it is not understood 
how to reasonably charge for multicast communication. Providing of multicast and 
QoS is an active research area, so it might be helpful to address the problem of pric
ing together with the development of such services. 
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